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Abstract
Self‐passivating Metal Alloys with Reduced Thermo‐oxidation (SMART) are under development for the
primary application as plasma‐facing materials of the first wall in a fusion DEMOnstration power plant
(DEMO). SMART materials must combine the suppressed oxidation in case of an accident and an
acceptable plasma performance during the regular operation of the future power plant. Modern
SMART materials contain chromium as a passivating element, yttrium as an active element and the
tungsten base matrix. An overview of the structured research and development program on SMART
materials is presented and all major areas of the structured R&D are explained. Attaining the desired
performance under accident and regular plasma conditions are vital elements of R&D program
addressing the viability of the entire concept. An impressive more than 104‐fold suppression of
oxidation, accompanied with more than 40‐fold suppression of sublimation of tungsten oxide was
attained during an experimentally reproduced accident event with a duration of 10 days. The
sputtering resistance under DEMO‐relevant plasma conditions of SMART materials and pure tungsten
was identical for conditions corresponding to nearly 20 days of continuous DEMO operation.
Fundamental understanding of physics processes undergoing in the SMART material is gained vial
fundamental studies comprising the dedicated modeling and experiments. The important role of
yttrium, stabilizing the SMART alloy microstructure and improving the self‐passivating behavior is
under investigation. Activities toward industrial up‐scale have been started comprising the first
mechanical alloying at the industrial partner and the sintering of the bulk SMART alloy sample with the
dimensions of 100 mm × 100 mm × 7 mm using the industrial facility. These achievements opens the
way to further expansion of the SMART technology toward its application in fusion and potentially in
the other renewable energy sources such as concentrated solar power stations.
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Introduction
Safety aspect will play a key role in the design and envisaged operation of a future fusion power plant.
Obeying stringent safety requirements will become compulsory for e.g. obtaining the licensing for
building the power plant. It is expected that the level and stringency of safety requirements for
licensing of a power plant will exceed that imposed to the international ITER project [1, 2]. At the same
time, in the course of an intensive R&D of the DEMOnstration power plant (DEMO) in the EU, besides
the ultimate operational challenge questioning the use of conventional materials adopted to ITER, a
significant safety risk has revealed to appear. In the course of safety assessment undertaken under
European Fusion Development Agreement (EFDA) framework, several severe accident scenarios were
assessed by the predictive modeling [3]. The study demonstrated, that in the course of a severe
accident, where the loss‐of‐coolant accident (LOCA) accompanied with air ingress into the vacuum
vessel due to e.g. its mechanical damage or destruction, the temperature of the foreseen pure
tungsten plasma‐facing first wall can rise up to 1000oC and higher due to a nuclear decay heat. In the
absence of an active cooling, such a temperature is expected to last at the level of 1000oC for several
weeks after the accident despite the radiative cooling. Being exposed to air atmosphere tungsten will
oxidize. Due to prior exposure to fusion neutrons during the regular plasma operation, tungsten is a
radioactive material. Tungsten oxide is volatile and therefore, an aerosol containing a radioactive oxide
WO3 will be formed and sublimated into the atmosphere. Assuming a total area of the first wall of
DEMO of 1000 m2 which corresponds to the power plant size in the study [3], an estimate was given
in [4] of the expected sublimation rate. Depending on the temperature, the sublimation rates may vary
between 10 and 150 kg per hour. Assuming an average sublimation rate of 100 kg/h, the entire first
wall of DEMO power plant may become sublimated within approximately, a month. The corresponding
cumulative activity of mobilized tungsten will exceed 1.8×1019 Bq. Therefore, active sublimation of the
radioactive material must be decreased and if possible, suppressed completely.
In order to address the mentioned radiation hazard, Koch and Bolt [5] have introduced the concept of
the self‐passivating tungsten alloys in 2007. This new class of tungsten‐based materials must adapt its
properties depending on the environment. In the course of regular plasma operation, the lighter
alloying elements will be preferentially sputtered by plasma particles. As a result, the remaining, nearly
pure tungsten surface will create a shield protecting alloying elements from further sputtering. During
the mentioned severe accident, the formerly protecting pure tungsten layer having the thickness of
several nanometers will be inevitably oxidized and sublimated into atmosphere. Given the minute
thickness of such a pure tungsten layer, the total amount of sublimated material ranging from 19 to
190 g becomes nearly negligible when compared to the 60 tons of the pure tungsten first wall. The
remaining alloying elements will create their own oxide scale on the surface of the tungsten, in turn,
protecting tungsten from oxidation and therefore preventing the sublimation of tungsten oxide. A
concept of self‐passivating systems is providing a human‐independent passive safety which is triggered
by the accident event itself – a feature highly desirable for a fusion power plant.
A significant research and development activity is currently underway on self‐passivating alloys for the
fusion power plant, as referred in e.g., dedicated reviews [6–12]. The bulk Self‐passivating Metal Alloys
with Reduced Thermo‐oxidation (SMART) systems are under development at the Forschungszentrum
Jülich GmbH, Germany jointly with several international partner institutions and teams. The present
SMART materials contain tungsten (W), forming the alloy matrix, chromium (Cr) acting as a passivating
element and yttrium (Y), the so‐called active element [13–17]. The SMART systems have pioneered the
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use of yttrium (Y) at an appropriate concentration as an active element in the alloy. Yttrium supports
and stabilizes the oxidation protection of tungsten provided by chromium.
Since the last overview of the SMART alloy activity published in 2020 [11], the progress in research and
development of the SMART alloy systems have become so significant and versatile, that the new
review became necessary. This time, the authors have decided to provide the structure of the research
along with goals and priorities. These changes are significant, and they are felt to be necessary in order
to guide a reader through the review and to present a logical path of the ongoing research.

The structure of research and development of SMART systems
The structure of the R&D on SMART systems is presented in Figure 1. Since the principal feature of
SMART systems compared to pure tungsten, is their envisaged ability to mitigate oxidation and
sublimation of tungsten oxide, the prime focus of initial investigations was on providing the required
oxidation resistance. The corresponding review of the most important results is provided in the section
“Oxidation performance”. Since SMART systems are the envisaged plasma‐facing materials, their
performance under plasma exposure is the second vital pillar in the feasibility of the entire SMART
concept and its applicability in a power plant. The main findings of the studies of plasma interaction
with the SMART systems is given in the section “Plasma performance”. Attaining the oxidation
resistance while maintaining an acceptable plasma performance are the compulsory pre‐requisites for
a viable material system for fusion application. The material concept created must be industrially
compatible at commercially competitive level. Important activities in thermo‐mechanical qualification
are described in the section “Thermo‐mechanical qualification”. Certainly, a progress in none of
mentioned areas is imaginable without dedicated fundamental studies throughout the entire R&D
process. A compact and comprehensive overview of key fundamental findings regarding SMART
systems is provided in the section “Fundamental research”. The final goal of the SMART system
development is the application of SMART technology for plasma‐facing materials of the first wall in
DEMO. Significant activities are initiated toward the production of the DEMO first wall mockup at
industrial level. These activities are described in the section “Industrial up‐scale”. Key results from all
areas of R&D are provided in a summary, whereas open questions, challenges and strategies for further
progress are presented in the outlook.

Figure 1. A structure of the research and development program on SMART materials.
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Oxidation performance
As mentioned above, attaining the oxidation performance is a vital element in a feasibility of
application of self‐passivating alloys in a fusion power plant. Earlier studies [4, 18–21] were performed
mostly with thin films formed via magnetron deposition. Relatively simple and fast experiments with
thin films demonstrated their capability for studying the initial oxidation performance of prospective
alloy compositions. The amount of material was just sufficient for obtaining a solid data on oxidation
performance – a step what saved a lot of efforts in comparison to extensive and time‐consuming
studies on bulk systems.
In all thin film systems, chromium was used as the main alloying element to the base tungsten, whereas
various add‐on elements, such as silicon and titanium were used as so‐called active alloying elements
to increase the performance of an alloy. Although a significant improvement in oxidation resistance
was attained at a short timescale for the mentioned thin film systems, none of them was capable to
demonstrate the required long‐term suppression of oxidation on a scale of several days.
A dramatic improvement came with the introduction of yttrium with a minute relative concentration
in the alloy in the order of 1 atomic percent or less. These studies were pioneered at
Forschungszentrum Jülich. Following the available data for corrosion research provided in e.g. [14–17,
22], it was decided to use yttrium as an active element in SMART alloys. Besides of its very high affinity
for oxygen, which potentially could lead to the cleaning of the SMART system from parasitic oxygen,
yttrium features a low volumetric expansion of the oxide as compared to that of pure metal. This
volumetric expansion which is introduced by Pilling and Bedworth [23], can be written as
RP‐B=Vox/Vmet,
where Vmet and Vox are the volumes of a pure metal and its oxide correspondingly.
In order to attain the optimum oxidation resistance, the RP‐B must be within 1 and 2 [23]. Yttrium
possesses RP‐B of 1.13, to be compared to RP‐B of pure Cr of 2.01 and of pure W of 3.39 [23].
These and other arguments were used while choosing yttrium as an active element in SMART systems.
Investigations conducted with thin films have revealed clearly superior oxidation resistance of W‐Cr‐Y
SMART alloys as compared to all element combinations studied before [4]. The internal oxidation was
suppressed almost completely. Elemental optimization was performed which yielded in optimum
concentration of W‐11.4Cr‐0.6Y, where the numbers are given in weight percent. This combination is
used in all subsequently described studies, unless stated otherwise.
The thin W‐Cr‐Y films however, were not able to attain the necessary long‐term suppression due to a
lack of alloying material. The corresponding research activities have therefore, shifted toward the
production of bulk materials. The first step in the production is the mechanical alloying of the source
W, Cr and Y powders. This step is treated as virtually inevitable and used by all research groups working
on self‐passivating alloys worldwide [10, 22, 24–28]. The following step is the sintering of the alloyed
powder. Whereas several research groups prefer to use the hot isostatic pressing (HIP) technique for
sintering [24, 29], the advanced Field‐Assisted Sintering Technology (FAST) was used for production of
SMART systems. The HIP and FAST feature essentially, the similar principles and operating parameters.
The key difference of FAST is the pulsed or continuous direct current applied to the sample during
sintering. Furthermore, sintering is usually done in easy to manufacture graphite tools. A rather
complex sealing technology for gas‐tight powder encapsulation as in the case of HIP is not required.
This allows FAST to compact and sinter the sample significantly faster, within minutes as can be
inferred e.g. from [10, 27, 30]. The self‐passivating samples created using HIP and SMART systems
produced using FAST feature essentially the same microstructure and oxidation performance.
4

The oxidation performance of self‐passivating alloys is in fact, impressive. The corresponding mass
change in the course of oxidation in the humid atmosphere of the reference pure sample and SMART
systems is presented in Figure 2. As pure tungsten exhibits unattenuated and highly intensive
oxidation, the oxidation rate of SMART alloy was measured to be at least 104‐fold smaller than that of
pure tungsten on a timescale of 10 days of continuous exposure. During the exposure, humid air at 70
relative percent humidity was fed at 40oC to the SMART sample kept at the temperature of 1000oC
thus representing as‐realistic‐as‐possible conservative conditions assumed for a fusion power plant
[30, 31].

Figure 2. The evolution of the mass change: due oxidation (mass gain) and sublimation (mass loss)
depending on exposure time of the SMART alloys, pure tungsten and chromia (Cr2O3).
The oxidation leading to a mass increase however, does not represent a safety concern directly. It is
the sublimation of the oxide which leads to a release of oxidized radioactive materials. To the best
knowledge of the authors, no direct measurements of tungsten sublimation were available prior to
study on SMART materials published in [30, 31]. The measured (solid) and extrapolated from the
measurements (dashed) lines represent sublimation rates for pure tungsten and chromium oxides and
that of SMART material, which is hardly distinguishable from an abscissa line in Figure 2. The impressive
40‐fold suppression of sublimation was measured [30, 31]. The total area of mixed W‐containing oxide
after 20 days of continuous oxidation did not exceed 1% [30]. The desired suppression of sublimation
was therefore, demonstrated on SMART W‐Cr‐Y bulk systems.

Plasma performance
Performance of SMART systems under stationary plasma conditions represents a second vital and
necessary aspect in the assessment of an applicability of SMART materials in fusion devices. An
introduction of alloying elements in the tungsten matrix was not expected to result in any
improvement of plasma performance of SMART materials. In fact, the similarity of plasma performance
in terms of sputtering resistance and deuterium retention was anticipated as a success.
5

In order to investigate the plasma performance a series of extensive studies were performed on
SMART systems [32–37]. In all these studies the performance of SMART alloys was directly compared
to that of pure tungsten. This was made either by placing the SMART samples along with pure W
samples on the same holder and by exposing them under identical conditions as realized in linear
plasma device PSI‐2 in Julich [32–34, 37] or by repeating the experiments by keeping the plasma
conditions identical for pairs of SMART and pure W samples, as it was made during the experiments in
the divertor simulator Magnum‐PSI located in DIFFER institute in Eindhoven [11, 36].
During all exposures, the plasma parameters were chosen and controled as close as possible to the
those expected during the regular plasma operation in DEMO. The temperature of all samples was
always kept at the range of 590oC‐650oC [32–37] as expected for the first wall in DEMO [38].
A series of key parameters such as: surface recession due to sputtering, mass loss due to sputtering,
deuterium retention during exposure, surface morphology and microstructure were monitored using
several surface diagnostic techniques. An extensive description of methods applied can be found e.g.
in [32, 33].
Among all plasma conditions studied, exposures in steady‐state deuterium plasmas corresponding to
the regular operation of DEMO are of prime importance. A summary of these studies performed both
in PSI‐2 and in Magnum‐PSI is provided in [36]. The most important result is shown in the Figure 3, as
a dependence of mass loss for both SMART materials and pure tungsten on plasma fluence. The
energies of deuterium ions were kept at 120 eV, as a conservative estimate for DEMO conditions,
whereas a temperature of all samples was kept within 570oC‐650oC during exposures.

Figure 3. Mass loss due to sputtering erosion of SMART alloys and pure tungsten as a function of
plasma fluence.
As it can be inferred from the Figure 3, the pure tungsten has exhibited a highest mass loss due to its
higher density. The surface recession measured e.g. during the experiment at 0.1×1027 ion/m2 and
0.2×1027 ion/m2 was the same for pure W and SMART materials. Moreover, the detailed depth analyses
of exposed samples provided e.g. in [33] evidenced the existence of the tungsten layer on the surface,
6

protecting the underlying alloy – as it was expected in the SMART alloy concept. It should be noted
that the conservatively estimated fluence to the first wall of DEMO using [38, 39] corresponds to
roughly 0.1×1027 ion/m2 assuming continuous plasma operation. The experiments performed
therefore, correspond at the highest fluence of 2.0×1027 ion/m2 to at least 20 days of a continuous
DEMO operation.
Another important result can be inferred from the Figure 3: if uniform sputtering of W‐Cr‐Y SMART
system is assumed and no measurable disadvantageous additional diffusion of Cr to the surface occurs,
the expected ratio of sputtered mass of the SMART system as compared to that of pure W is 0.82.
Despite of experiments at lower fluences which were mostly short‐term and therefore, prone to higher
uncertainty, this is exactly the value measured during high fluence exposures. This finding
demonstrates the absence of Cr diffusion towards the surface during the regular plasma operation.
This result is of high importance, since otherwise, an undesirable diffusion of Cr towards the surface
during regular plasma operation of the power plant could have led to the exhaust of the Cr reservoir
in the bulk material needed for passivation of the first wall in case of an accident.
Plasma performance of SMART alloys has been examined besides of mentioned regime under a
number of various plasma conditions, which might exist in DEMO. Among those conditions e.g. the
limiter phase operation of DEMO [32, 36, 37] and the potentially possible seeding of DEMO plasmas
[34, 35]. Under limiter‐phase conditions, SMART systems were featuring enhanced sputtering as
compared to that of pure tungsten. In case of plasma seeding described in details in e.g. [34–36] the
sputtering of both pure W and SMART alloys was significant. Being important results, these findings
however, mostly address sensitivity studies for future DEMO scenarios. The enhanced sputtering of
SMART systems during the limiter operation will likely play an insignificant role in DEMO, mostly
because of a drastic difference in duration of limiter phase operation (minutes) to a pulse duration
(hours) and expected reduced fluxes of just‐born plasmas. The necessity and feasibility of seeding
scenarios in DEMO is a subject of an intensive discussion in fusion community and experimental
findings obtained for seeding scenarios are certainly providing an important critical input into the
assessment of seeding feasibility.
An ultimate conceptual merit for qualifying of SMART technology is however, the oxidation resistance
after the plasma exposure. Series of investigations were performed at Forschungszentrum Jülich. First
results of oxidation performance studies involving pure tungsten, the former W‐Cr‐Ti self‐passivating
systems and the W‐Cr‐Y SMART alloys are provided in Figure 4. As expected, both self‐passivating
systems exhibit the less mass increase due to oxidation compared to that of pure W. It is also obvious,
that the SMART W‐Cr‐Y possess a superior oxidation resistance as compared to the formerly developed
W‐Cr‐Ti alloy along the 10‐hour exposure under oxidizing conditions. At the same time, the slight
degradation of the oxidation resistance of the SMART alloy after plasma exposure at the fluence of
“only” 0.2×1026 ion/m2 raised a concern on maintaining the oxidation performance after plasma.
In order to investigate factors influencing the oxidation resistance of plasma‐exposed SMART samples,
a dedicated study was made. It is known, see e.g. [36] that the oxidation resistance especially in the
beginning of exposure, depends strongly on the quality and purity of the sample under investigation.
Here, the geometry of samples used for oxidation resistance studies and those for plasma exposures
is significantly different. Samples used for oxidation resistance studies shown in Figure 4b have a
simple cube geometry and were ground from all sides. Samples for plasma exposure and subsequent
oxidation possess a much more complex geometry presented in Figure 4c. Here, only the bright part
was directly exposed to plasma being mounted onto the holder as shown in Figure 4a. For plasma‐
exposed samples, only a plasma‐facing and an opposite side could be ground. Grinding of all other
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surfaces was impossible and hence, these samples remain contaminated with impurities from
manufacturing during the oxidation studies.
The results of a long‐term comparison involving the samples of cube and plasma geometry, exposed
under identical oxidizing conditions, are provided in Figure 4d. Here the gradient of mass change, i.e.
the rate at which mass changes due to oxidation is plotted as a function of exposure time. As can be
evidenced from the Figure 4d, the initial degradation of the oxidation resistance was noticed for both
exposed and non‐exposed samples of plasma geometry was obviously caused by the initial and
unavoidable contamination due to manufacturing of a compex geometry. This effect obviously
vanishes after about 10 hours of exposure. Contaminants are “burnt” out and the oxidation resistance
of all SMART samples is identical, independent on geometry and most important, on plasma exposure.

Figure 4. Performance of plasma‐exposed SMART alloys: a) photo of a simultaneous exposure of
SMART and pure tungsten samples in steady‐state deuterium plasma in PSI 2 linear plasma device, b)
reference geometry of the samples for the oxidation/sublimation studies, c) plasma geometry of
samples and d) the dependence of the mass change rate on oxidation time for the SMART materials
of reference and plasma geometry including plasma‐exposed SMART samples oxidized after
exposure.
Thermo‐mechanical qualification
Having succeeded in the conceptual feasibility, the next important step was investigations of the basic
thermo‐mechanical properties of SMART materials. The qualification has started with routine hardness
measurements made on every sintered ingot. The SMART materials have appeared to be rather fragile
having a Vickers hardness Hv0.5 of about 1100, a 2‐3 fold of that of pure tungsten. The hardness was
measured at room temperature.
The ductile‐to‐brittle transformation temperature (DBTT) was measured in the course of dedicated
investigations. The DBTT of the W‐Cr‐Y systems was detected to be in the range of 950oC. The material
becomes plastic at temperatures above 1000oC.
Finally, the thermal conductivity of SMART systems was investigated. The thermal conductivity of
SMART systems is about 1/3 of that of tungsten and matches well that of reduced activation ferritic ‐
martensitic (RAFM) steel – a prospective structural material for fusion. The thermal conductivity was
8

measured in the range of RT up to 700oC, reaching the maximum of about 55 W/(m×K) at ~ 600oC and
being stable at higher temperatures up to 700oC. As expected for alloys, the thermal conductivity of
SMART systems increases with temperature, whereas for the bulk tungsten it declines.
Current investigations show in fact, expected declined thermo‐mechanical characteristics of SMART
systems. At the same time, the thermal and mechanical loads in the area of the prospective application
of the SMART systems as the first wall material, are rather benign. The relatively thin first wall with the
thickness of about 3 mm will be exposed to the stationary heat loads in the range of 1 – 2 MW/m2 at
the temperature of about 650oC [38, 40]. The application of SMART systems in the severely loaded
parts such as e.g. the divertor is not foreseen.
Nevertheless, despite of the fact that there is neither a specific limit imposed nor forbidding
mechanical limitation imposed to the SMART alloy machinability, activities are being undertaken to
improve the thermo‐mechanical characteristics of SMART systems. The ongoing investigations reveal
e.g. a potential for an improvement via the further optimization of the FAST sintering.Dedicated
research [28, 41, 42] demonstrates e.g. a significant effect imposed by the sintering current on the
microstructure of the alloy. Explorative studies aiming at further optimizing of thermo‐mechanical
properties of SMART systems is an important ongoing research activity.

Industrial up‐scale and interfaces
The extensive thermo‐mechanical characterization described above is aimed as a preparation for the
further step in realization of SMART alloy materials for DEMO ‐ an industrial up‐scale. An industrial up‐
scale aims at providing the amount of SMART materials necessary for a power plant (tons). Another
important goal of an industrial up‐scale is a demonstration of a capability of producing the SMART
materials of a necessary size. The first wall armor in DEMO will be castellated by splitting it to a number
of smaller‐scale segments. This will be made due to expected inhomogeneous heat loads. As an
example, the largest segment of a beryllium first wall castellation in ITER has a maximum lateral
dimension of 50 × 50 mm [43, 44]. In the course of our industrial up‐scale study we will use these
dimensions as a merit, trying to explore the feasibility of larger SMART samples at the same time.
Within the industrial up‐scale activity, all processes used for producing the SMART systems have to be
transferred and adapted at industry level. Two essential steps in production of SMART materials are
mechanical alloying (MA) and FAST.
On the way of industrial up‐scale of MA, following the research performed in Jülich [11], the industrial
partner Zoz GmbH was contacted and an R&D collaboration program on MA was established. The
industrial partner has a vast experience in the variety of MA applications. The set of industrial W and
Cr powders was procured along with Y powder for the first MA attempt. The milling regimes previously
explored at Forschungszentrum Jülich [11] were analyzed carefully in a series of joint meetings of FZJ
researchers and specialists from the industrial partner.
For the first attempt the Simoloyer© mill, developed and manufactured by the industrial partner was
used. For the first attempt the stainless steel balls were used. The interior of the Simoloyer was also
coated with stainless steel. Four kilograms of tungsten along with 0.5 kg of Cr powder were used in the
first MA at industrial scale. In the course of the milling the periodic sampling of the powder was
undertaken after 0.5, 1.5, 6.5, 9.5, 12.5, 18.5, 21.5 and 40 hours of milling. All the samples with the
powder were delivered to the FZJ where extensive analyses were performed. The analyses have
comprised the X‐Ray Diffractometry, the Energy‐Dispersive X‐Ray Analysis along with combustion
analysis of carbon impurities.
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The results of the MA alloying at an industrial partner evidence a complete alloying of the source
powders after 16 hours of milling already, as compared to 60 hours needed in planetary mills available
at FZJ. This is most probably due to the different way of energy transfer from the balls to the powder
particles, applied in Simoloyer. Most of the energy is being transferred through tension, unlike the
impact energy transfer – as the preferential mechanism in the planetary mill Retsch 400 MA used in
the PowderLab at Forschungszentrum Jülich. Energy transfer in the planetary mills was approached
analytically for instance, in [45].Despite of intensive tension of W, Cr and Y powders with the steel balls
and walls, the amount of iron was not exceeding 1 wt.% after the complete alloying. Such an amount
represents presently no safety concern given the limited weight of SMART first wall as compared e.g.
to the weight of stainless steel structural materials in DEMO.
Nevertheless, for future up‐scaling studies it was decided to consider the use of hard milling tools in
further milling attempts. The next attempt, currently under preparation will be using yttria‐stabilized
zirconia (YZrO3) milling tools.
The second important activity is the industrial up‐scale of the FAST technology. Here, the newly
available industrial FAST facility Dr Fritsch DCP 515 operated at the Institute of Energy and Climate
Research, IEK‐1: Materials and Processing, was used for the first time. The key advantage of this facility
is the power sufficient to fully reproduce the FAST regimes used for sintering of SMART systems at the
lab scale. The sintering of the first large‐scale SMART sample using industrial facility was made in late
2020. The operating parameters of Dr. Fritsch DSP 515 are provided in the table 1. The parameters are
in fact identical to those used in the lab research and provided in [10, 11, 31]. The only exception is the
application of the direct current in Fritsch DSP 515 instead of pulsed DC current used in the lab.
Table 1. Technological parameters of sintering using the industrial FAST facility Dr. Fritsch DSP 515
Parameter

Value

Heating rate, oC/min

200

Applied pressure, MPa

50

Maximum temperature, oC

1460

Holding time at maximum temperature, min

0

DC / Pulsed DC sintering

DC

As a result, the first large SMART alloy sample with dimensions of 10 mm x 10 mm x 7 mm and the
total weight of 0.76 kg has been sintered successfully. The sample photo is provided in Figure 5. The
new large‐scale SMART alloy sample is presently under intensive investigations.
Apart of up‐scaling of the SMART technology, providing robust interfaces to the structural material –
the RAFM steel is of significant importance. There are several principle approaches to address this
topic regarding SMART alloys.
Presently, brazing is deemed as one of the most robust technique for joining tungsten and steel sub‐
structure. Brazed parts feature good robustness [46, 47] along with a possibility of the local repair of
the small size component such as castellated block, in case of damage. Brazing attempts to join the
SMART material were undertaken using a pure Cu braze and a Ni interlayer [48, 49]. Several
advantageous features of the SMART alloy as compared to that of pure tungsten were revealed. Having
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the reactive alloying element, the SMART material shows inter‐diffusion into the braze further
strengthening it, unlike pure tungsten usually exhibiting a sharp interface to the braze [50].
Recently, braze experiments have started using the novel titanium‐zirconium‐beryllium brazing alloy
with a composition 48Ti–48Zr–4Be wt.%, rapidly solidified into foil and hence, amorphous alloys [51,
52]. Using such a Cu‐ and Ni‐free alloy opens potentially the way of further reducing the use of Cu, Ni
featuring rather high residual activity, in DEMO. The brazed SMART and Rusfer blocks in the frame of
the thermo‐mechanical characterization underwent 100 thermal cycles in the temperature range
300oC‐600oC. A formation of intermetallic phases was observed in the scale of tens of microns. At the
same time, neither cracking or delamination was detected via scanning electron microscopy after the
thermal cycling. An extensive overview on the novel braze systems is provided in [52]. Another
potential advantage of brazing is its ability to combine a necessary heat treatment of the RAFM steel
and brazing in one operation.

Figure 5. A large‐scale bulk SMART alloy sample sintered using the industrial FAST facility.

Apart from brazing technology, intensive studies were started in applying the FAST for a direct brazing
of SMART materials and RAFM. Despite of significant difference in all major mechanical characteristics
including thermal expansion and thermal conductivity coefficient, the FAST technology by itself,
featuring local heating at a nanoscale [53, 54] may provide conditions for a robust and a very compact
interface. Two attempts of joining the RAFM steel (Eurofer) and W‐Cr‐Y SMART alloy were undertaken.
The operating regimes differed in maximum pressure applied and in the time the samples were held
at the maximum temperature. A summary of joining attempts is provided in the Table 2.
Table 2 Parameters of a first direct joining of SMART materials and RAFM steel (Eurofer) using FAST
Sample Name

FAST 3125
11

FAST 3126

Pressure, MPa
Temperature ramp, oC/min
Maximum temperature, oC
Holding under maximum temperature, min
Sample size, mm3

30
200
800
10
10×10×3

50
200
800
60
10×10×3

The sample joined at 50 MPa underwent the slow thermal cycling in the range of 300oC‐600oC. No
damage has been observed after SEM and TEM observation at nanoscale after seven thermal cycles
[55].
Besides of the already mentioned methods, there are a few more joining and interfacing techniques
potentially applicable for SMART materials. Among those techniques there is an additive
manufacturing, the functionally ‐graded materials and a low‐pressure plasma spray technology. The
investigations in these research directions are at an initial exploratory stage.

Fundamental research on SMART systems
The aim of the R&D on SMART systems is not the sole application of the materials developed in a fusion
power plant but the possible expansion of SMART technology for the other renewable energy systems
working under extreme environments. Such an application is possible only via physics understanding
of processes ongoing in the SMART material in the course of its lifetime. These fundamental studies
are underway since the very beginning of the SMART material concept and in fact, due to these studies,
both via modeling and by the dedicated experiments, the sound progress of SMART materials has been
attained so far. Fundamental studies of SMART systems address therefore, address physical processes
ongoing in SMART alloys in the course of their service life under both regular and accident conditions
as well as trying to find the answers to fundamental questions on stability and evolution of SMART
materials including exploring the role of an every element in the alloy.
Studying the oxidation resistance, exploring the impact caused by yttrium to a W‐Cr‐Y system is of
crucial importance. A dedicated study is being performed using the first‐principles modeling approach
[56]. The detailed description of an approach can be found e.g. in [57–59]. The composition stability
of the W‐Cr‐Y system was studied at various temperatures via modeling using the combination of
density functional theory (DFT), cluster expansion (CE) and Monte Carlo (MC) simulations. The cluster
expansion (CE) Hamiltonian of a W‐Cr‐Y system was built using two and three‐body interactions and
enthalpy of mixing for all three binary and the ternary W‐Cr‐Y alloy was investigated. A Monte‐Carlo
modeling of binary and ternary alloys was performed to study the system stability as a function of
elemental composition and temperature. The simulations were carried out by quenching the studied
alloys from 3000 K down to 100 K with a temperature step of 100K. Modeling was made for unit cells
containing 2000 atoms. The alloys properties were characterized using the Warren‐Cowley short‐range
order (SRO) [60, 61]. The modeling shows that in the body‐centered cubic (bcc) lattice which is the
ground‐state structure for both tungsten and chromium a positive SRO parameter is predicted. This
means that these two elements try to segregate from each other in the alloy in a wide temperature
range. Alloying yttrium with solute concentration between 0.5‐2.0 at.% into W‐Cr alloys reveals in
contrast, a strong positive SRO parameters for both W‐Y and Cr‐Y pairs over the whole temperature
range. In other words, yttrium tends to segregate both from W as well as from Cr in the alloy at any
temperature. Importantly, it is found that the presence of yttrium decreases the segregation
temperature from 1700K in binary 70W‐30Cr to 1300K in the ternary 70W‐29Cr‐1Y. Here the numbers
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are given in atomic percent corresponding to the experimentally studied alloys with the elemental
composition W ‐ 11.6 wt.% Cr ‐ 0.6 wt.% Y.
A comparative study of alloying with titanium which has a similar ground‐state hexagonal close packed
(hcp) structure as yttrium, shows that the alloy has almost the same segregation temperature as in
70W‐30Cr binary system with no effect in changing segregation temperature between W and Cr. The
origin of the difference between 70W‐29Cr‐1Y and 70W‐29Cr‐1Ti is that the SRO between W and Ti
is negative meaning that there is a strong chemical bonding between these two elements in contrast
to the positive SRO behavior between W and Y. Therefore, the chances are the greatest in finding Y in
between the grains. Here, Y can effectively suppress the re‐crystallization. Here, it should be noted,
that SRO parameter values close to zero indicate the possibility of a stable solid solution formation.
Interestingly enough modeling predicts, that in presence of Y the temperature dependence of SRO for
W‐Cr pairs shows that the boundary solute solution is shifted to a lower temperature by 400K in a
consistency with the prediction of those from enthalpy of mixing. This would mean, that yttrium tries
to stabilize the formation of the solid W‐Cr solid solution at lower temperature than that expected for
a pure binary system. A dedicated theoretical study is provided in [56]. Besides of an obvious effect on
suppression of undesirable recrystallization and on stabilization of W‐Cr solid solution, the dedicated
study of chemical affinity of yttrium reveals the third potential effect of this active element. Yttrium is
likely to bind oxygen in the bulk of SMART material, enabling the cleaner path for Cr for a formation of
a protective chromia coating, reducing internal oxidation and further strengthening the resistance to
recrystallization. This “cleaning” action of yttrium is a subject of intensive investigations.
Dedicated studies using atom probe tomography [31, 62] have confirmed the segregation of yttrium
toward the boundary of W‐Cr grains and preferential formation of yttrium‐containing oxides. These
findings will be summarized in a dedicated paper in the nearest future.
It is also crucially important to investigate in conclusive details, the process of the oxide scale growth.
In case of a preferential oxide scale growth toward the bulk of SMART material, the oxide formed
having increased volume, would introduce an additional non‐desirable stress at the interface of the
SMART alloy system and the protecting layer. This would lead to the instability and cracking of the
protective oxide. If, on the contrary, the oxide scale grows toward the oxidizing atmosphere, out of
the substrate, the oxide scale is free to expand, and no destructive stresses are expected. Here,
another important knowledge on oxidation resistance has been gained via fine dedicated experiments
using oxidation in atmosphere of oxygen isotope 18O. In studies described in details in [63] several
exposures were made including one using the 18O. This oxygen isotope was used as a marker to
investigate the direction of the oxide scale growth. The dedicated investigations show non‐
ambiguously that the oxidation is a bidirectional process accompanied by the slower penetration of
oxygen inside the SMART material along with a faster diffusion of chromium and subsequent oxidation
outside the bulk of SMART system. The resulting gross process is the oxygen scale growth towards the
oxidizing atmosphere, out of the substrate – a desirable result of extreme importance for the SMART
material concept.
Regarding the plasma performance, an important combined experimental and modeling study was
performed and reported in e.g. [36, 37]. The dedicated modeling was performed using SDTRIMSP code
[64] in order to address the measured sputtering of the SMART material in deuterium plasmas. The
study revealed a predominant sputtering action caused by oxygen, a parasitic impurity in the PSI 2
linear plasma device. The estimated amount of oxygen required for an explanation of experimental
sputtering rates was estimated to be 0.23 % which corresponds well with measurements performed
in PSI‐2 [36]. This, at first glance, secondary result is in fact of crucial importance since the parasitic
oxygen content originating from e.g. micro‐leaks is expected in all water‐cooled superconductive
13

fusion devices including DEMO [65, 66]. Therefore, the parasitic and dominating sputtering via oxygen
is expected to be a common issue. Important knowledge on sputtering by intentionally introduced so‐
called seeding gases was obtained and presented in e.g. [34, 35]. Here, an important note on feasibility
of seeding and on allowable amount of seeded impurities must be evaluated in future.

Summary
In this paper we have reviewed the research and development program on self‐passivating SMART
materials in the Forschungszentrum Jülich and partner institutions. SMART materials are presently
envisaged as prospective risk‐mitigation materials for a future fusion power plant.
In the course of the paper the structured R&D program was presented and subsequently, each key
element of the R&D was described in detail. The viability studies of the SMART materials were
performed in order to assess the physical applicability of the concept to DEMO environment. These
studies comprised two major constituents: SMART alloy shad to demonstrate their performance under
accident conditions, as well as during a regular plasma operation.
In the simulated accident conditions, comprised as‐realistic‐as‐possible scenario of a loss‐of‐coolant
accident with air ingress, the SMART materials featured at least 104‐fold suppression of oxidation
accompanied with at least 40‐fold suppression of oxide sublimation, as compared with performance
of pure tungsten. The suppressed oxidation and sublimation are guaranteed for at least 20 days after
the accident. After such a long exposure the surface analyses revealed less than 1% percent of the
surface area of oxidized SMART material, occupied with mixed W‐Y oxide, not a pure WO3.
At the same time, the sputtering resistance of SMART materials to pure deuterium stationary plasma
was investigated in a series of dedicated experiments. The sputtering resistance was expected to be
identical to that of pure tungsten for the fluence of up to 2×1027 ion/m2 which corresponds to about
20 days of continuous plasma operation of DEMO. Importantly, the long‐term performance of plasma‐
exposed samples under subsequent accident conditions, did not change as compared to that of
unexposed samples.
Important knowledge has been obtained on mechanical properties of SMART systems. These advanced
materials feature presently a rather high hardness of Hv0.5~ 1100 at room temperature and an average
thermal conductivity of about 50 W/(m×K) at 650oC. While treated non‐critical presently, there is an
extensive effort on improvement of these characteristics.
Having finalized the viability studies and attaining the optimized technology at the laboratory scale,
the main focus is being shifted toward the industrial up‐scale. The mechanical alloying has been
already started at an industrial partner and the first bulk SMART material sample with dimensions of
100 mm × 100 mm × 7 mm has been sintered using the industrial device with field‐assisted sintering
technology.
The design and technology efforts reside on the solid fundamental research basis, providing a crucial
input in physics understanding of SMART materials. The recent fundamental studies comprising the
first‐principles modeling supported with the atom probe tomography measurements tend to support
the hypothesis on the crucial role of yttrium on reducing the recrystallization, on suppression of
internal oxidation and on support of chromium transport, necessary for a formation of the thin, dense
protective layer. Crucial knowledge has been obtained with dedicated fundamental studies on oxide
formation using the oxidation in 18O isotope‐containing atmosphere. It has been shown non‐
ambiguously, that the protective chromia oxide scale grows towards the oxidizing environment, out of
the SMART substrate, thus alleviating and mitigating stresses and maintaining the necessary adhesion.
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Modeling of plasma performance performed using the SDTRIMSP code has revealed an important role
of parasitic impurities in sputtering of both SMART materials and pure tungsten – an issue relevant for
DEMO.

Outlook
Certainly, there are several open questions to be resolved and knowledge to be expanded. Presently,
significant efforts are concentrated on attaining industrial‐scale first wall solutions using the SMART
materials. The technology must be established with the production of the flat‐tile prototype, a first
wall mockup for DEMO.
Knowledge on plasma performance of both pure tungsten and SMART alloys provides an important
information on plasma compatibility of plasma‐facing materials in a fusion power plant. The
implementation of these results into DEMO R&D, will likely lead to further optimization of the plasma
scenarios including a tuning of seeding species and their allowable concentrations.
Our knowledge on physics effects introduced by the passivating and especially active elements has to
be further expanded. This is necessary in order to obtain the full physics picture of processes ongoing
in SMART materials, on the role of each element in the alloy and for the further study of prospective
active and passivating materials. This knowledge is vital for an envisaged expansion of the SMART
technology toward non‐fusion applications under extreme environment of future renewable energy
sources: concentrated solar power receivers and high‐temperature infrastructure components such as
modern heat‐exchangers.
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